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"Black Lives Matter" Rioters Assault Christians
Cops Allegedly Involved With Orchestrating the Crime

Written by Jim Robinson
As a Report to a Federal Law Enforcement Office

It is always like Jim to blame cops for things, and he took two circumstantial evidences to claim they had something to do with this crime, one being a matter of that no one was ever arrested for it. He also paired Koletas with the cop involvement by saying even though "he took the blows" still he jeopardized the humble church members to savages on the streets because they have no gun, car or house in the suburbs like he does. But as I looked into the matter further, having been a dedicated member of his church for about 25 years, I found other details in John's favor.

From what I remember, John has several black men as friends, and claims to his bigotry due to his language could very well be the difference between a lawful Negro and a criminal Negro. Also, my negative attitude to the matter of the liability to the people of the church has another side. There may be 90% of the Troy Police that's not corrupt who set out to protect these church members in honor to John, where at one time they were arresting him for street preaching. Even though I do not know all of John's preaching at present, many journalists have been known to oppose him because they hate God. The evidence I have minus any criminal inference is simply that the BLM Rioters assaulted Christians on July 8, 2020, and no one was arrested.

The following Soulwinner Newsletter Issues deal with guns & Koletas, guns & cops, or my gun experiences:

7, 16, 21, 22

Dr. Martin Luther King, with his persuasive orations to end racial inequality in America, instructed his followers to use a peaceful protest for matters of violence on the other side.